Accessing E-Books: Things to Keep in Mind

1) E-books can be accessed directly through Still One Search on the main library webpage or via the library catalog. Most entries will resemble either of the following examples. **Note: Be sure to click on the blue hyperlink indicated by the arrows below for access.**

**Still One Search Record**
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**Catalog Record (Missouri Catalog)**
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2) Each vendor handles books differently. Any books by EBSCO, for instance, are single use only. Clinical Key and Access Medicine, by contrast, do not limit the number of people using the book at one time. For some books, the Library has physical and e-book copies.

**EBSCO Book Record**
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3) Getting full-text access is not always possible, but creating a personal account helps. Below are two examples of vendors requiring personal accounts for full-text or offline reading.

a—EBSCO Requires a personal account in order for downloading of e-books to be read off line. Below is a picture of where to go (Circled in red), when creating a personal account:

![EBSCO Account Creation](image)

b—Clinical Key requires a personal account to access book chapters not immediately available in full-text. Below is a picture of the account form, which can be accessed by clicking on the Register button circled in red below.
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4) Downloading the entire book from Access Medicine or Stat!Ref, for instance, or even individual chapters is not easy. For those, try sending the chapters to your email inbox. Another option would be to copy and paste the text into a word document and convert it to a PDF. Both of these options usually take longer and it might not be worth your time.

Questions or Problems?

Arizona Campus: email libaz@atsu.edu or call (480) 219-6090

Missouri Campus: email cyberlibrarian@atsu.edu or call (660) 626-2345